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ABSTRACT
Expressing class specifications via executable constraints is important for various software engineering tasks such as test generation,
bug finding and automated debugging, but developers rarely write
them. Techniques that infer specifications from code exist to fill this
gap, but they are designed to support specific kinds of assertions
and are difficult to adapt to support different assertion languages,
e.g., to add support for quantification, or additional comparison
operators, such as membership or containment.
To address the above issue, we present SpecFuzzer, a novel
technique that combines grammar-based fuzzing, dynamic invariant detection, and mutation analysis, to automatically produce
class specifications. SpecFuzzer uses: (i) a fuzzer as a generator
of candidate assertions derived from a grammar that is automatically obtained from the class definition; (ii) a dynamic invariant
detector –Daikon– to filter out assertions invalidated by a test
suite; and (iii) a mutation-based mechanism to cluster and rank
assertions, so that similar constraints are grouped and then the
stronger prioritized. Grammar-based fuzzing enables SpecFuzzer
to be straightforwardly adapted to support different specification
languages, by manipulating the fuzzing grammar, e.g., to include
additional operators.
We evaluate our technique on a benchmark of 43 Java methods employed in the evaluation of the state-of-the-art techniques
GAssert and EvoSpex. Our results show that SpecFuzzer can easily support a more expressive assertion language, over which is
more effective than GAssert and EvoSpex in inferring specifications,
according to standard performance metrics.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of Computation → Program specifications; • Software and its engineering → Dynamic analysis; Software testing and debugging.
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INTRODUCTION

Software specifications are abstract descriptions of the software’s
intended behavior. They serve two main purposes: to explicitly state
the user needs and to check implementation conformance [23]. In
Object-Oriented (OO) design, where software is organized as a set
of classes, a class specification describes the intended behavior of
the class methods and the constraints on the state of the class’
objects. While the specification of a class is typically described
informally, through natural language documentation of its API, the
specification becomes significantly more useful when expressed
formally, through constraints known as contracts1 [36, 46]. Contracts enable techniques of various kinds, including test generation
[6, 13, 33, 48], automated debugging [16, 34, 43, 44], bug finding
[30, 41], and verification [17, 21, 22, 30]. Despite the benefits of
formal contracts, developers rarely write them.
To aid developers in equipping implementations with contracts,
techniques for inferring class specifications have been proposed [9,
18, 38, 47]. However, the specification expressiveness of these approaches is limited. Daikon [18], the baseline that other techniques
use, supports a restricted set of templates, from which assertions
are generated. It is then limited to simple assertions (e.g., no direct
support for quantification), or requires the developer to manually extend the assertion language. GAssert [47] and EvoSpex [38],
two recently proposed techniques for contract inference, try to
address this limitation of Daikon by supporting more expressive
assertion languages, but their extensions focus on specific kinds of
constraints: GAssert focuses on logical/arithmetic constraints (no
quantified expressions) and EvoSpex focuses on object navigation
constraints (only very simple logical and arithmetic operators are
supported). Moreover, as both techniques are based on evolutionary search, they are difficult to extend or adapt to support further
expressions, as the evolutionary algorithms are targeted for the
specific languages supported by the corresponding tools.
To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, we propose SpecFuzzer, a technique for generating likely specifications
by fuzzing potential specifications associated with a given class.
SpecFuzzer uses grammar-based fuzzing to automatically generate constraints that can be used as candidate specifications by an
invariant detection tool (in our case, we use Daikon). Fuzzing [50],
1 In

the context of this paper, we will interchangeably use the terms contract and specification. A contract is typically composed of different assertions for various program
points, such as method preconditions and postconditions.
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traditionally used to efficiently produce structured random data for
testing, has two key advantages in this context: (1) it eliminates
the need of developers to manually define candidate assertions and
(2) it enables developers to straightforwardly adapt the language of
assertions by manipulating the fuzzing grammar.
Fuzzing can quickly produce very large sets of assertions to
be fed to a dynamic detection tool. However, as the assertions
are generated randomly, and dynamic invariant detection only
filters out assertions that can be invalidated by a given test suite, a
substantial number of candidate specification expressions may be
reported by the dynamic detector, when fed with fuzzed assertions.
To address this problem and better assist developers in driving their
attention to the likely most relevant specifications, SpecFuzzer
uses an assertion reduction mechanism based on clustering and
mutation testing [7, 42]. After generating thousands of candidate
specifications with fuzzing, SpecFuzzer uses the output of a custom
mutation analysis to cluster candidate specifications. More precisely,
it partitions the set of specifications according to the mutants they
kill, and within each partition, the assertion that is falsified the
most number of times when running the test suite on the mutants,
is picked as the representative. Notice that, even though all the
assertions in the same partition kill the same mutants, some may
be falsified more than others, as a same mutant may be killed
by multiple tests. The rationale for the mutation based partition
is that assertions that kill different mutants are non-equivalent
(or, alternatively, that assertions that kill the same mutants are
“similar”); the rationale for ranking assertions according to the
number of failures is that assertions that are falsified a greater
number of times are “stronger”.
We compared SpecFuzzer with GAssert [47] and EvoSpex [38],
two state-of-the-art techniques in specification inference. To evaluate SpecFuzzer, we used the same benchmarks from the evaluation of GAssert and EvoSpex, carefully studied the subjects, and
manually produced corresponding “ground truth” assertions capturing the intended behavior of the subjects. We then used this
ground truth to accurately assess precision and recall of SpecFuzzer, GAssert, and EvoSpex. It is worth noting that (1) prior
work used indirect metrics to compute precision and recall (as opposed to the direct usage of ground truth) and (2) prior work used
subsets of the subjects we consider (our benchmark is the combination of the GAssert and EvoSpex benchmarks). Our results show
that SpecFuzzer increases the expressiveness over GAssert and
EvoSpex, being able to express ∼45% more assertions in the ground
truth than these tools. SpecFuzzer was also able to detect 75% of
all assertions in the ground truth, showing a better overall performance compared to previous techniques. The results we obtained
provide initial, yet strong evidence that SpecFuzzer is effective.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• SpecFuzzer, a novel technique for assertion inference that
combines grammar-based fuzzing and dynamic invariant
detection.
• An efficient mechanism for grouping similar assertions and
for ranking assertions based on their strength.
• A thorough evaluation of our technique against GAssert and
EvoSpex, in which performance metrics are computed in
relation to manually written assertions (ground truth).
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The evaluation artifacts of SpecFuzzer are publicly available [5].
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BACKGROUND

This section presents background material that is important for the
rest of the paper.

2.1

Specification Inference

Specification inference is the problem of generating a formal description of the software behavior from existing software artifacts,
e.g., documentation, source code, etc. Specification inference is
closely related to the oracle problem [8], which is the problem of
deciding whether or not a program execution is consistent with the
desired behavior of the program. Specification inference provides
a means to create oracles [8]. For regression testing purposes, it
sometimes suffices to produce specifications of expected properties
as assertions for the context of a given test case [20]. However,
more general assertions that capture properties at given locations
within the program (not the test) for any input have other applications, including testing. This is the problem we study in this paper,
defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Given a target program P, and a program point
of interest 𝜌 in P, infer a specification 𝜙 that captures the states at
𝜌, i.e., for every state 𝑠 of P, 𝜙 holds in 𝑠 if and only if there exists
an execution 𝑡 of P such that 𝑠 is the state of 𝑡 at program point 𝜌.

2.2

Grammar-based Fuzzing

Fuzzing is a very active topic both in research [1] and practice [2–
4]. Fuzzing is a technique to automatically produce large sets of
(often structured) data, for testing a target program. The generation
process typically involves randomness and the rationale is that
testing on (large sets of) quasi-valid data can reveal subtle bugs,
such as wrongly handled inputs and corner cases. A well-known
use case of fuzzing is detection of security vulnerabilities, such as
buffer overflows [35, 37].
Different fuzzing strategies exist [35]. Grammar-based fuzzing
uses an input grammar to produce syntactically-valid inputs by
traversing the production rules of the grammar. In its simplest form,
the input generation process can be implemented as an incremental
expansion of a string starting from the initial grammar symbol, and
replacing non-terminal symbols by the application of a randomlychosen production rule of the corresponding non-terminals, until
the string consists of terminals only; a bound on the number of nonterminals enables this process to handle recursion, which would
otherwise lead to infinite loops. As an example, consider a scenario
where the program to test takes as input a propositional logic (PL)
formula, characterized by the grammar from Figure 1. To generate
testing data, the PL grammar can be fed to a grammar-based fuzzer
(e.g., Grammarinator [25]) to efficiently obtain a very large set of
well-formed test data (PL formulas, in this case). To generate inputs,
the fuzzer explores paths induced by the grammar production rules.
For instance, the input neg(p and q) can be obtained through
the following derivation: start { formula { neg formula { neg
(formula and formula) { neg (p and formula) { neg (p and
q). It is worth noticing that a great advantage of fuzzing in this
case is that the input language can be easily adapted by modifying
the grammar. For instance, our fuzzer would be able to generate
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⟨start⟩ ::= ⟨formula⟩
⟨formula⟩ ::= ⟨atomic⟩ | neg ⟨formula⟩ | (⟨formula⟩ and ⟨formula⟩)
⟨atomic⟩ ::= true | false | p | q | r | ...
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/* Returns the minimum of two integers */
public static int min(int x, int y) {
if (x <= y) return x;
else return y;
}

Figure 1: Propositional Logic grammar.
formulas with disjunctions if we add a corresponding production
rule to the non-terminal formula.
The above example is relevant because the technique we propose
in this paper uses grammar-based fuzzing as a lightweight approach
to produce assertions (such as the PL formulas above) as candidate
specifications for program points. The simplicity with which the
grammar can be adapted or extended will be one of the advantages
of the approach, compared with related techniques.

2.3

public class SortedList {
private int elem;
private SortedList next;
private static final int SENTINEL = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
/* Constructors */
public SortedList() { this(SENTINEL, null); }
private SortedList(int elem, SortedList next) {
this.elem = elem;
this.next = next;
}

Assertion Language

An assertion is a logical expression associated with a program
point expressing an expected property at that location. The use
of assertions has wide-spread applications in software design [36],
software testing [7], and verification [12, 24].
Our assertion language is similar in expressive power to JML, and
features first-order quantification (\forall, \exists), arithmetic
and logical operators, and reachability expressions (the reach operator \reach(x, f1, ..., fk) denotes the smallest set of objects
reachable from x, through fields f1, . . . , fk). Additionally, postcondition assertions might use the \old(expr) notation, to refer to the
value of expression expr at the precondition. For simplicity, we
drop the backslashes, shorten the quantifier names, and replace
the semicolon notation in JML quantification by the implication (in
the case of universal quantification) or conjunction (in the case of
existential quantification). As an example, the following expression
all SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) ==> l.elem == old(l.elem)

states that the integer field elem of the list nodes reachable from
this (has is the JML operator for membership) remains unchanged.
This expression corresponds to the following JML expression:
\forall SortedList l;
\reach(this, next).has(l); l.elem == \old(l.elem)

Our assertion language is motivated by the expressive power of
the languages in related work, and in contract languages [11, 18,
19, 36, 38, 47]. This is a general language, that includes the usual
relational, arithmetic and logical operators, but no domain specific
functions (e.g., trigonometric functions, that would be relevant
only for some analysis subjects, are not considered). The assertion
language enables one to refer to class/object fields, but not to the
results of method calls. That would require us to declare methods as
“pure” to use them in assertions, which is beyond what our current
implementation supports.

3

Figure 2: Method to get the minimum of two values.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

This section illustrates SpecFuzzer on two simple examples with
the purpose of (1) highlighting limitations of state-of-the-art specification inference techniques and (2) illustrate SpecFuzzer.
Examples. Figure 2 shows min, a Java method to compute the minimum of two integers, whereas Figure 3 shows SortedList, a Java

/* Method to insert an element in the list */
void insert(int data) {
if (data > elem) {
next.insert(data);
} else {
next = new SortedList(elem, next);
elem = data;
}
}
}

Figure 3: Class SortedList implements an ordered list of integers.

class implementing an ordered list of integers. The min method is
straightforward. Class SortedList is slightly more elaborate. It has
two instance fields, elem and next, that represent the value of a
linked list node and the reference to the next node, respectively.
It also has a class field (SENTINEL) that stores a special value –the
maximum Java integer value– as a mark for the end of the list. The
sentinel should be placed at the end of the list and should not be
repeated. The default constructor creates a node marking the end
of the list. The insert method takes the integer data as parameter
and inserts it in its correct sorted position in the linked list. As it is
not possible for any integer value to be greater than the sentinel,
the search is guaranteed to insert the element before the sentinel.
Relevant Properties. The intended behavior of method min is that
it computes the minimum between x and y. A specification of the
postcondition of min in our assertion language is as follows:
(result == x || result == y) &&
(result <= x) && (result <= y)

The postcondition of method SortedList.insert involves various properties: the list is acyclic and sorted increasingly, the sentinel is in the list (at the end), and the data element is inserted. This
postcondition can be specified as follows:
all SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) ==> !reach(l.next, next).has(l)
all SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) ==> l.elem <= l.next.elem
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Table 1: GAssert and EvoSpex on the running examples.
GAssert

EvoSpex
min(int x,int y) - postcondition

1
2

(x > result && y == result) || (result <= y && result == x)

1
2

elem-(data-elem) <= old(elem)

result <= x
result <= y

SortedList.insert(int data) - postcondition

exists SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == SENTINEL
exists SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == data

We may consider these assertions to be the ground truth postcondition specifications of the corresponding methods, and what
we would ideally expect specification inference tools to produce.

3.1

Techniques for Specification Inference

Daikon. Daikon [18] is dynamic technique that infers specifications
by monitoring test executions. Considering Definition 2.1, besides
the program P, Daikon requires a test suite T for P to infer specifications. Daikon uses T to exercise P; it monitors program states
at various program points of P; it considers a set of assertions
obtained by instantiating assertion patterns, and those that are not
invalidated by any test at a given program point are reported to
the user as likely invariants at the program point.
GAssert and EvoSpex. GAssert [47] and EvoSpex [38] are recently
proposed specification inference techniques. As Daikon, these tools
execute a test suite of the program under analysis and observe
executions to infer specifications that are consistent with the observations. While Daikon requires the test suite to be provided,
GAssert and EvoSpex use their own test generation mechanisms
(third-party test generation tools in the case of GAssert, a custom
test generation approach in the case of EvoSpex). Although both
techniques are based on evolutionary search, they have key differences. GAssert implements a co-evolutionary algorithm that
explores the space of possible assertions (the co-evolution deals
with false-positives and false-negatives via two cooperating evolutionary processes) and uses the OASIs [26] oracle assessment tool
to iteratively improve the assertions. EvoSpex implements a classical genetic algorithm to explore the search space, and uses a state
mutation technique to generate postcondition states in which the
assertions being sought for should fail. GAssert’s evolutionary operations focus on logical and arithmetic assertions whereas EvoSpex’s
focuses on object navigational properties. For these tools, changing the assertion languages implies redefining the corresponding
evolutionary operators and other parameters of the evolutionary
algorithms, which is non-trivial.
Tables 1 and 2 show how Daikon, GAssert, and EvoSpex perform
on the examples (for brevity, we have removed this from nonquantified expressions in the insert example). GAssert performs
perfectly on the min example, but poorly on SortedList (it does
not capture most of the ground truth); EvoSpex infers one complex
assertion for SortedList.insert (that the element is inserted) and
misses the remaining three in the corresponding ground truth; it
also infers part of the ground truth for min. Daikon infers the same

exists SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == data
old(elem) <= next.elem

as EvoSpex in the case of min, and in the case of SortedList.insert,
it only infers specific sortedness instances between the first few
elements of the list, but it fails to generalize this relationship for
the whole structure. It fully misses the remaining assertions in the
ground truth.

3.2

SpecFuzzer

SpecFuzzer uses a combination of static analysis, grammar-based
fuzzing, and mutation analysis to infer specifications. SpecFuzzer
proceeds as follows. First, it uses a lightweight static analysis to
produce a grammar for the specification language, which is tuned
to the software under analysis. Then, it uses a grammar-based
fuzzer to generate candidate specifications from that grammar. A
dynamic detector then determines which of those specifications
are consistent with the behavior exhibited by a provided test suite.
Finally, SpecFuzzer eliminates irrelevant and equivalent specifications using a mechanism based on mutation analysis and clustering.
A salient feature of SpecFuzzer is that developers can adjust the
set of specifications produced by tuning the grammar as opposed
to making changes in the tool.
Table 2 shows the assertions that SpecFuzzer infers as postconditions for methods min and SortedList.insert. Recall that
SpecFuzzer uses fuzzing and reports a higher number of assertions compared to the other techniques. We configured the fuzzer
to produce 2000 candidate assertions per subject, and found that,
out of those generated, 51 and 437 were confirmed as likely invariants by the dynamic detector for min and insert, respectively. The
mutation-based partition strategy enabled SpecFuzzer to considerably reduce the reported assertions to 9 and 16, respectively.
In the case of min, the 9 inferred assertions are valid and their
conjunction is equivalent to the corresponding ground truth. For
SortedList.insert, the first 3 assertions already cover 3 out of 4
assertions in the ground truth (the only missing one is list acyclicity). The other inferred assertions are either valid but less relevant
(4-13), or invalid (14-16). The invalid ones are specifications that
were true in the provided test suite, but there exist some unseen
scenarios in which they are falsified. Notice that this also affects
the other techniques, even though GAssert and EvoSpex include
costly mechanisms to reduce invalid assertions (the assertion inferred by GAssert for SortedList.insert, in particular, is an invalid
property).

4

APPROACH

This section presents SpecFuzzer, a technique for specification
inference that uses a combination of static analysis, grammar-based
fuzzing, and mutation analysis.

Fuzzing Class Specifications
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Table 2: Daikon and SpecFuzzer on the running examples.
Daikon

SpecFuzzer
min(int x,int y) - postcondition

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

result <= x
result <= y

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

>= result
< result ==> result <= 1
>= y ==> y == result
>= y || y != result
<= y || y <= result
<= y || y >= result
>= y <==> y == result
== y ==> y <= result
<= y <==> x == result

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

elem <= next.elem
elem <= next.next.elem
next.elem <= next.next.elem
next != null
elem <= old(elem)
elem <= old(next.elem)
elem <= old(next.next.elem)
elem <= data
next.elem >= old(elem)
next.elem <= old(next.elem)
next.elem <= old(next.next.elem)
next.next.elem >= old(elem)
next.next.elem >= old(next.elem)
next.next.elem <= old(next.next.elem)

exists SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == SENTINEL
all SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) ==> l.elem <= l.next.elem
exists SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == data
next != null
elem != old(elem) + 1
next.elem >= old(elem)
data >= next.elem || next.elem = old(elem)
elem == data xor data > old(elem)
elem > data ==> data = next.elem
exists SortedList l: reach(this.next, next).has(l) && l.elem != 1
exists SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem > this.elem
exists SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem <= l.next.elem
all SortedList l: reach(this.next, next).has(l) ==> l.elem >= this.next.elem
elem <= old(elem) ==> old(elem) < old(next.next.elem)
elem != next.next.elem + old(next.next.elem)
data >= next.next.elem || next.next.elem == old(next.elem)

SortedList.insert(int data) - postcondition

Figure 4 shows the workflow of the technique. SpecFuzzer takes
as input a Java2 class 𝐶, and produces assertions that seek to characterize properties of different execution points in 𝐶, such as method
preconditions and postconditions. Following the Daikon terminology, we will generally refer to assertions that hold on specific program points as invariants. The technique is organized as a pipeline
of five components: (1) a Tests and Mutants Generation component that produces tests and mutants for other components of the
pipeline, (2) a Grammar Extractor that analyzes 𝐶 to generate a
specification grammar for that class, (3) a Grammar Fuzzer, which
produces candidate assertions by exploring the production rules
from the extracted grammar, (4) a Dynamic Invariant Detector, responsible for inferring likely invariants from the fuzzed assertions
via observations made with the executions of an input test suite,
and (5) an Invariant Selector component, which partitions the likely
invariants produced by the previous component to discard useless
(weak) assertions, groups together similar assertions, and reports
a reduced set of assertions, prioritizing the stronger ones. The following sections discuss these components in greater detail.

Randoop [41] for test generation and Major [27] for mutant generation. Although we used these tools in our current implementation,
the user may replace them with other tools or even provide her
own test suite and mutated versions of the target class 𝐶.

4.2

Grammar Extractor

The Grammar Extractor takes as input a class 𝐶 and creates a grammar 𝐺𝐶 expressing the language of candidate assertions for 𝐶. Those
assertions denote method preconditions, postconditions, and class
invariants. The extractor instantiates our base grammar, referred
to as 𝐵, with information that is specific to 𝐶, e.g., attribute types,
legally typed navigational expressions involving the attributes, etc.
Figure 5 shows a fragment of the base grammar 𝐵, capturing the
fixed parts of the specification language, i.e., the parts that are common to any input class of interest. For this paper, the grammar 𝐵 supports numerical comparisons, logical expressions, membership expressions, and quantified expressions. Numerical comparisons and

Target class

4.1

Tests and Mutants Generation

The first step of our process to infer specifications for a class 𝐶
consists of (i) generating a test suite 𝑇 exercising the methods of
the target class 𝐶, and (ii) producing a set 𝑀1, . . . , 𝑀𝑛 of mutants
of 𝐶, representing synthetic faults in the class. As Figure 4 shows,
these artifacts are used at different stages of the technique. We used

Test suite
(1) Test Generation (Randoop)
+
Mutation Tool (Major)

Specs
(2) Grammar Grammar (3) Grammar
Extractor
Fuzzer

Fuzzed
Specs

Target class mutants
+

Likely
(4) Dynamic
Invariants (5) Invariant
Invariant Detector
Collector

SpecFuzzer
Inferred
Invariants

2 Although

our approach is general and language independent, some parts of our
current prototype, such as the grammar extraction and the evaluation of candidate
(fuzzed) specifications, are currently implemented for Java. Supporting other languages
that Daikon can handle, like C, would require the implementation of such parts.

Figure 4: The SpecFuzzer workflow.
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⟨FuzzedSpec⟩ ::= ⟨QuantifiedExpr⟩ | ⟨BooleanExpr⟩
⟨QuantifiedExpr⟩ ::= ⟨Quantifier⟩ ⟨Typed_Var⟩ ‘:’ ⟨BooleanExpr⟩
⟨Quantifier⟩ ::= ‘all’ | ‘exists’
⟨BooleanExpr⟩ ::= ⟨NumCmpExpr⟩
|
⟨LogicCmpExpr⟩
|
⟨MembershipExpr⟩ | ‘!’ ⟨BooleanExpr⟩
⟨NumCmpExpr⟩ ::= ⟨NumExpr⟩ ⟨NumCmpOp⟩ ⟨NumExpr⟩
| ⟨NumExpr⟩ ⟨NumCmpOp⟩ ⟨NumExpr⟩ ⟨NumBinOp⟩
⟨NumExpr⟩
⟨NumExpr⟩ ::= ⟨NumVar⟩ | ⟨NumConst⟩
⟨LogicCmpExpr⟩ ::= ⟨BooleanExpr⟩ ⟨LogicOp⟩ ⟨NumCmpExpr⟩
| ‘(’ ⟨BoolVar⟩ ⟨LogicOp⟩ ⟨BoolVar⟩ ‘)’ ⟨LogicOp⟩
⟨NumCmpExpr⟩
| ‘(’ ⟨NumCmpExpr⟩ ‘)’ ⟨LogicOp⟩ ‘(’ ⟨NumCmpExpr⟩ ‘)’
⟨MembershipExpr⟩ ::= ⟨type_SetExpr⟩.has(⟨type_Var⟩)
⟨NumCmpOp⟩ ::= ‘==’ | ‘!=’ | ‘>’ | ‘<’ | ‘<=’ | ‘>=’
⟨NumBinOp⟩ ::= ‘+’ | ‘-’ | ‘*’ | ‘/’ | ‘%’
⟨LogicOp⟩ ::= ‘||’ | ‘xor’ | ‘==>’ | ‘<==>’

F. Molina, M. d’Amorim and N. Aguirre

hFuzzedSpeci
hQuantifiedExpri
hQuantifieri hTyped Vari ‘:’ hBooleanExpri
<latexit sha1_base64="L+SyE1pZ0qqkssehfgjh4fpvNtc=">AAACAnicbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/AUYGLCokpipBCBgrsTAWqX9SE0WO+6W1aieR7SBVUTd4GZgQsPEIvABvgxsyQMtN57uz9N2FKWdKO86XVVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfs/YOuSjJJoUMTnsh+SBRwFkNHM82hn0ogIuTQCyc3c793D1KxJG7raQq+IKOYRYwSbaTAPvY4iUccPBDpOG+bxNALukTOPFnogV13Gk4BvEzcktRRiVZgf3rDhGYCYk05UWrgOqn2cyI1oxxmNS9TkBI6ISMYGBoTAcrPiyIzfBolEusx4OL9O5sTodRUhCYjiB6rRW8u/ucNMh1d+zmL00xDTE3EeFHGsU7wfA88ZBKo5lNDCJXMXInpmEhCtVmtZuq7i2WXSfe84V423LuLetMph6iiI3SCzpCLrlAT3aIW6iCKHtEzekPv1oP1ZL1Yrz/RilX+OUR/YH18A2jul/Y=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="d4VIrqE13cEV7q+M/8isXqy71Mw=">AAACBXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQovgqsyIqMuiCC4r2Ad0Ssmkt21oJhmSjFiGrvVndCXqzh/wB/wb03EW2npW595zLtxzwpgzbTzvyyksLa+srhXXSxubW9s77u5eU8tEUWhQyaVqh0QDZwIahhkO7VgBiUIOrXB8OdNbd6A0k+LWTGLoRmQo2IBRYuyq55YDTsSQAw4gikfphZQciLi6j9UUByqTem7Fq3oZ8CLxc1JBOeo99zPoS5pEIAzlROuO78WmmxJlGOUwLQWJhpjQMRlCx1JBItDdNMsyxYcDqbAZAc7m396URFpPotB6ImJGel6bLf/TOokZnHdTJuLEgKDWYrVBwrGReFYJ7jMF1PCJJYQqZr/EdEQUocYWV7Lx/fmwi6R5XPVPq/7NSaXm5UUU0QEqoyPkozNUQ9eojhqIokf0jN7Qu/PgPDkvzuuPteDkN/voD5yPbwQ/mMk=</latexit>

‘exists’ ‘SortedList l’ hLogicCmpExpri
<latexit sha1_base64="d/6dXNR1UG6PWRxFXhT/QplOxAw=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMi6rJQBBcuKtgHdIaSSW/b0GQmJBmxDN3rz+hK1J0f4A/4N6bjLLT1rM6951y454SSM21c98spLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+XdvZaOE0WhSWMeq05INHAWQdMww6EjFRARcmiH4/pMb9+B0iyObs1EQiDIMGIDRomxq1654nMSDTlgH4QcpdfxkNG6kJf3Uk2xrzLNutyqmwEvEi8nFZSj0St/+v2YJgIiQznRuuu50gQpUYZRDtOSn2iQhI7JELqWRkSADtIszBQfDWKFzQhwNv/2pkRoPRGh9QhiRnpemy3/07qJGVwEKYtkYiCi1mK1QcKxifGsE9xnCqjhE0sIVcx+iemIKEKNba5k43vzYRdJ66TqnVW9m9NKzc2LKKIDdIiOkYfOUQ1doQZqIooe0TN6Q+/Og/PkvDivP9aCk9/soz9wPr4BqdeZIQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AE2/xILkZFB240FGAdAcZ1W7oa4=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyh7nTTSIyuyIwx6pLEjUtM5JEAwU65QEM7M2nvGMhkoj+jK6Pu/Al/wL+x4CwUPKtz7zk37Tl+JIVB1/1yFhaXlldWc2v59Y3Nre3Czm7NhLHmUOWhDHXDZwakCKCKAiU0Ig1M+RLq/vBqotfvQRsRBrc4jqCtWD8QPcEZ2lWnsJ+0jGJS0hbCCBGTOxjZV81xmnYKRbfkTkHniZeRIslQ6RQ+W92QxwoC5JIZ0/TcCNsJ0yi4hDTfig1EjA9ZH5qWBkyBaSfTDCk96oWa4gDodP7tTZgyZqx861EMB2ZWmyz/05ox9i7biQiiGCHg1mK1XiwphnRSBe0KDRzl2BLGtbC/pHzANONoC8vb+N5s2HlSOy155yXv5qxYdrMicuSAHJIT4pELUibXpEKqhJNH8kzeyLvz4Dw5L87rj3XByW72yB84H9+4vJXt</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="hAu997kfgOBCzvZgRZkYkxMRLk8=">AAACA3icbVC7TgMxEPTxDOEVoKSxiBBU0R1CQBmJhoIiCPKQclHwOZvEin13svcQ0Skl/AxUCOj4A36Av8EJV0DCVLM7s7JnglgKg6775czNLywuLedW8qtr6xubha3tmokSzaHKIxnpRsAMSBFCFQVKaMQamAok1IPB+Viv34E2IgpvcBhDS7FeKLqCM7SrdoGmvlFMSuoj3CNiensdaYTOpX2ayoPRqF0ouiV3AjpLvIwUSYZKu/DpdyKeKAiRS2ZM03NjbKVMo+ASRnk/MRAzPmA9aFoaMgWmlU6SjOh+N9IU+0An829vypQxQxVYj2LYN9PaePmf1kywe9ZKRRgnCCG3Fqt1E0kxouNCaEdo4CiHljCuhf0l5X2mGUdbW97G96bDzpLaUck7KXlXx8WymxWRI7tkjxwSj5ySMrkgFVIlnDySZ/JG3p0H58l5cV5/rHNOdrND/sD5+AbNGJgi</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="UgMMh8JPussFLA+A3e50gmIZaKI=">AAACC3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+ndppsyQIVuHOQi2DIlhYKJhEyIWwt5kkS/Z2j909MRzpBfGv2FgoYif+ATv/hT/BzcVCEx8MPN6bYWZeGHOmjed9OrmZ2bn5hfxiYWl5ZXXNXd+oaZkoClUquVRXIdHAmYCqYYbDVayARCGHetg/Hvn1a1CaSXFpBjE0I9IVrMMoMVZqucWAE9HlgAOI4l56JCUHIk5uYjXEgcqsllvyyl4GPE38H1KquBdfb2dbd+ct9yNoS5pEIAzlROuG78WmmRJlGOUwLASJhpjQPulCw1JBItDNNPtliHes0sYdqWwJgzP190RKIq0HUWg7I2J6etIbif95jcR0DpspE3FiQNDxok7CsZF4FAxuMwXU8IElhCpmb8W0RxShxsZXsCH4ky9Pk9pe2d8v+xc2DQ+NkUfbqIh2kY8OUAWdonNURRTdogf0hJ6de+fReXFex60552dmE/2B8/4NwcqedQ==</latexit>

hBooleanExpri hLogicOpi hNumCmpExpri
<latexit sha1_base64="gp0ibqHR2L4BzPe8AJtkUuzxOeA=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FWSyCp5KIqMeCFw+CFewHNKFstpN26WYTdjdCCb158a948aCIV/+CN/+N2zQHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbZWWlldW18rrlY3Nre0de3evpeJUUmjSmMeyExAFnAloaqY5dBIJJAo4tIPR1dRvP4BULBb3epyAH5GBYCGjRBupZx96nIgBB+xBlAyzm3jA6G0ywZ7M5Z5ddWpODrxI3IJUUYFGz/7y+jFNIxCacqJU13US7WdEakY5TCpeqiAhdEQG0DVUkAiUn+V/TPCxUfo4jKUpoXGu/p7ISKTUOApMZ0T0UM17U/E/r5vq8NLPmEhSDYLOFoUpxzrG01Bwn0mgmo8NIVQycyumQyIJ1Sa6ignBnX95kbROa+55zb07q9adIo4yOkBH6AS56ALV0TVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TFrLVnFzD76A+vzBwRMmVo=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4AzGVhTJPV8BXX5mUtISSTJA3QI=">AAACCnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks30SK4KjMi6rJQBFdSwT6gU0omvW1Dk0xIMmIZunbjr7hxoYhbv8Cdf2P6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nsixZmxvv/tZZaWV1bXsuu5jc2t7Z387l7NxImmUKUxj3UjIgY4k1C1zHJoKA1ERBzq0aA89uv3oA2L5Z0dKmgJ0pOsyyixTmrnD0NOZI8DDkGofnqTiLJQVw9Kj3CoJ047X/CL/gR4kQQzUkAzVNr5r7AT00SAtJQTY5qBr2wrJdoyymGUCxMDitAB6UHTUUkEmFY6eWWEj53Swd1Yu5IWT9TfEykRxgxF5DoFsX0z743F/7xmYruXrZRJlViQdLqom3BsYzzOBXeYBmr50BFCNXO3YtonmlDr0su5EIL5lxdJ7bQYnBeD27NCyZ/FkUUH6AidoABdoBK6RhVURRQ9omf0it68J+/Fe/c+pq0Zbzazj/7A+/wBgPWaug==</latexit>

hMembershipExpri ‘==>’ hNumExpri hNumCmpOpihNumExpri
<latexit sha1_base64="fStTkKI9VDC8mfNpKvYxkTZTYpM=">AAACDnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAquyoyIuiyI4EaoYB/QKSWT3rahSSYkGbEM/QI3/oobF4q4de3OvzGddqGtBwKHc87l5p5IcWas7397S8srq2vruY385tb2zm5hb79u4kRTqNGYx7oZEQOcSahZZjk0lQYiIg6NaHg58Rv3oA2L5Z0dKWgL0pesxyixTuoUSiEnss8BhyDUIL0BEbn0gKmrB6XHONSZ2ykU/bKfAS+SYEaKaIZqp/AVdmOaCJCWcmJMK/CVbadEW0Y5jPNhYkAROiR9aDkqiQDTTrNzxrjklC7uxdo9aXGm/p5IiTBmJCKXFMQOzLw3Ef/zWontXbRTJlViQdLpol7CsY3xpBvcZRqo5SNHCNXM/RXTAdGEWtdJ3pUQzJ+8SOon5eCsHNyeFiv+rI4cOkRH6BgF6BxV0DWqohqi6BE9o1f05j15L9679zGNLnmzmQP0B97nD+9ZnJ4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kmPwxc38Ym7IX02pmsvQpm3qfPU=">AAACAXicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSyCp5KIqMeCCJ6kgv2BJpTN9ku7dDcJuxuxhJ70ZfQk6s1X8AV8G7cxB22d0+zMLHwzQcKZ0o7zZZUWFpeWV8qrlbX1jc0te3unpeJUUmjSmMeyExAFnEXQ1Exz6CQSiAg4tIPRxdRv34FULI5u9TgBX5BBxEJGiTZSz973OIkGHLAHIhlm16m4vE/kBHsyl3t21ak5OfA8cQtSRQUaPfvT68c0FRBpyolSXddJtJ8RqRnlMKl4qYKE0BEZQNfQiAhQfpb3mODDMJZYDwHn79/ZjAilxiIwGUH0UM16U/E/r5vq8NzPWJSkGiJqIsYLU451jKdz4D6TQDUfG0KoZOZKTIdEEqrNaBVT350tO09axzX3tObenFTrTjFEGe2hA3SEXHSG6ugKNVATUfSIntEbercerCfrxXr9iZas4s8u+gPr4xvpWpcR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vfGY/f9+NeJsd9jsA89kzFg3FVM=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKWFi0GwCnciahlIY6URzAfkQtjbTJIlu3vL7p4QjpQ2/hUbC0Vs/Ql2/hs3yRWa+GDg8d4MM/MixZmxvv/tLS2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf26iRNNoUZjHutmRAxwJqFmmeXQVBqIiDg0omFl4jceQBsWy3s7UtAWpC9Zj1FindQpHIWcyD4HHIJQg/QmERWhbtUYh3qqdwpFv+RPgRdJkJEiylDtFL7CbkwTAdJSToxpBb6y7ZRoyyiHcT5MDChCh6QPLUclEWDa6fSRMT5xShf3Yu1KWjxVf0+kRBgzEpHrFMQOzLw3Ef/zWontXbVTJlViQdLZol7CsY3xJBXcZRqo5SNHCNXM3YrpgGhCrcsu70II5l9eJPWzUnBRCu7Oi2U/iyOHDtExOkUBukRldI2qqIYoekTP6BW9eU/ei/fufcxal7xs5gD9gff5A8mXmcY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qn9i7uUu4LohLmNmi95Oi5XAHVo=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aMgg0HwFHZF1GNABE8SwTwgu4TZSW8yZGZ2mZkVw5KbF3/FiwdFvPoL3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHdFKWfaeN63s7C4tLyyWlgrrm9sbm27O7t1nWSKQo0mPFHNiGjgTELNMMOhmSogIuLQiPqXI79xD0qzRN6ZQQqhIF3JYkaJsVLbPQg4kV0OOACR9vKbTFw9pGqIAzWW227JK3tj4HniT0kJTVFtu19BJ6GZAGkoJ1q3fC81YU6UYZTDsBhkGlJC+6QLLUslEaDDfPzHEB9ZpYPjRNmSBo/V3xM5EVoPRGQ7BTE9PeuNxP+8VmbiizBnMs0MSDpZFGccmwSPQsEdpoAaPrCEUMXsrZj2iCLU2OiKNgR/9uV5Uj8p+2dl//a0VPGmcRTQPjpEx8hH56iCrlEV1RBFj+gZvaI358l5cd6dj0nrgjOd2UN/4Hz+ADknmXw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zdraaEBKxVwTHr2haOn+EJlSVXo=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXZVERN1UCm5cVrAPaEKdTCft0JkkzNyIJWTjr7hxoYhbP8Odf+P0sdDWAxcO59zLvfcEieAaHOfbWlhcWl5ZLawV1zc2t7btnd2GjlNFWZ3GIlatgGgmeMTqwEGwVqIYkYFgzWBwPfKbD0xpHkd3MEyYL0kv4iGnBIzUsfczT0siBPaAPQJAdl+pXB3neccuOWVnDDxP3CkpoSlqHfvL68Y0lSwCKojWbddJwM+IAk4Fy4teqllC6ID0WNvQiEim/Wz8QI6PjNLFYaxMRYDH6u+JjEithzIwnZJAX896I/E/r51CeOlnPEpSYBGdLApTgSHGozRwlytGQQwNIVRxcyumfaIIBZNZ0YTgzr48TxqnZfe87N6elarONI4COkCH6AS56AJV0Q2qoTqiKEfP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxaF6zpzB76A+vzB47PllI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1rIDva4Q80daFHBov5DK/9YfadU=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsIgtlDIjoi4LblxWsA9oh5pJ005oJjMkd8Qy9Cfc+CtuXCjiVnDn35i2s9DWA4HDOfdwc48fC67Bcb6tpeWV1bX13EZ+c2t7Z9fe22/oKFGU1WkkItXyiWaCS1YHDoK1YsVI6AvW9IdXE795z5TmkbyFUcy8kAwk73NKwEhdu5x2dEiEwB1gDwCQ3pk0DYoQcF3G0milSkB0UZROxuOuXXAqzhR4kbgZKaAMta791elFNAmZBCqI1m3XicFLiQJOBRvnO4lmMaFDMmBtQyUJmfbS6VVjfGyUHu5HyjwJeKr+TqQk1HoU+mYyJBDoeW8i/ue1E+hfeimXcQJM0tmifiIwRHhSEe5xxSiIkSGEKm7+imlAFKFgisybEtz5kxdJ47Tinlfcm7NC1cnqyKFDdISKyEUXqIquUQ3VEUWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P2eiSlWUO0B9Ynz8RE56q</latexit>

‘reach(this, next).has(l)’

<latexit sha1_base64="YZq7gt0TgmF47phT+eb6QDjQmSk=">AAACA3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPoKeyKqMeAF48RzAOSJc5OOsmQmd1lplcMS8CLv+LFgyJe/Qlv/o2Tx0ETCxqKqm66u8JECoOe9+0sLC4tr6zm1vLrG5tb2+7ObtXEqeZQ4bGMdT1kBqSIoIICJdQTDUyFEmph/2rk1+5BGxFHtzhIIFCsG4mO4Ayt1HL3s6ZRTEraRHhAxOxOFkGCOh4OW27BK3pj0HniT0mBTFFuuV/NdsxTBRFyyYxp+F6CQcY0Ci5hmG+mBhLG+6wLDUsjpsAE2fiHIT2ySpt2Ym0rQjpWf09kTBkzUKHtVAx7ZtYbif95jRQ7l0EmoiRFiPhkUSeVFGM6CoS2hQaOcmAJ41rYWynvMc042tjyNgR/9uV5Uj0t+udF/+asUPKmceTIATkkJ8QnF6RErkmZVAgnj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj0nrgjOd2SN/4Hz+AGoXl/U=</latexit>

‘l.elem’

<latexit sha1_base64="OBxUn4YnwrbMWZPx4+ZThW+zsXc=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY96GAyip7Aroh4DElCQEDEvyC5xdjKbDJl9MNMrhiUXL/6KFw+KePUfvPk3TpI9aLSgoajqprvLjQRXYJpfRmZufmFxKbucW1ldW9/Ib241VBhLyuo0FKFsuUQxwQNWBw6CtSLJiO8K1nQH52O/ecek4mFQg2HEHJ/0Au5xSkBLnfxuYiufCIFtYPcAkNzelCu1y0r56mA06uQLZtGcAP8lVkoKKEW1k/+0uyGNfRYAFUSptmVG4CREAqeCjXJ2rFhE6ID0WFvTgPhMOcnkixHe10oXe6HUFQCeqD8nEuIrNfRd3ekT6KtZbyz+57Vj8M6chAdRDCyg00VeLDCEeBwJ7nLJKIihJoRKrm/FtE8koaCDy+kQrNmX/5LGUdE6KVrXx4WSmcaRRTtoDx0iC52iErpAVVRHFD2gJ/SCXo1H49l4M96nrRkjndlGv2B8fAP+I5gu</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="N8xv3qy1V9kTBBxw6or26GBD35s=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4GSyiq5KIqJtCwY3LCvYBTaiT6aQdOpOEmRuxxCz8FTcuFHHrb7jzb5w+Ftp64MLhnHu5954gEVyD43xbC4tLyyurhbXi+sbm1ra9s9vQcaooq9NYxKoVEM0Ej1gdOAjWShQjMhCsGQyuRn7zninN4+gWhgnzJelFPOSUgJE69n7maUmEwB6wBwDI7iqV4zzv2CWn7IyB54k7JSU0Ra1jf3ndmKaSRUAF0brtOgn4GVHAqWB50Us1SwgdkB5rGxoRybSfje/P8ZFRujiMlakI8Fj9PZERqfVQBqZTEujrWW8k/ue1Uwgv/YxHSQosopNFYSowxHgUBu5yxSiIoSGEKm5uxbRPFKFgIiuaENzZl+dJ47Tsnpfdm7NS1ZnGUUAH6BCdIBddoCq6RjVURxQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Jq0L1nRmD/2B9fkDA4KWCg==</latexit>

‘==’

‘SENTINEL’

Figure 6: A derivation tree produced by our Grammar
Fuzzer for the expression exists SortedList l: reach(this,
next).has(l) && l.elem == SENTINEL.

type C) of class C, a production rule allows expression reach(e, f)
to have type C_SetExpr. Thus, expression reach(this, next) has
type SortedList_SetExpr.

Figure 5: Fragment of the base grammar 𝐵.

4.3
logical expressions are the simplest constructs of the language. They
relate numerical expressions and boolean expressions by using traditional numerical operators and logical connectives—⟨NumCmpOp⟩
and ⟨LogicOp⟩, respectively. Membership expressions allow one to
express whether or not a typed element belongs to a set (collection)
of the corresponding type. The grammar fragment uses the has
notation from JML, and shows a production rule for typed variables.
Although it is not explicitly shown in the grammar fragment, the
reach operator is a way of building a typed set expression. A concrete example of a membership expression from a formula shown
in Section 3 is the following:
reach(this, next).has(l)

expressing that list l belongs to the set of objects reachable from
this by navigations (zero or more) through next. Finally, the grammar allows for existential and universal quantification. Again, an
example of a quantified expression from Section 3 is the following:
exists SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == SENTINEL

whose intuitive reading is that there exists a list object reachable
from this with the field elem holding the SENTINEL.
To obtain the grammar 𝐺𝐶 , the grammar extractor takes 𝐵 and
adds or deletes symbols and production rules, based on the structure of 𝐶. The process basically depends on 𝐶’s direct and indirect
fields (fields declared in 𝐶 itself or in a class reachable from 𝐶).
Intuitively, from every field/navigation, a terminal symbol of the
corresponding type is defined (e.g., this.next will be a terminal of
type SortedList).
Set expressions deserve a more detailed description. Firstly, if
a field f is of a Collection type, then f will be a terminal of
(typed) SetExpr. For instance, if SortedList were an implementation of Collection, then this and this.next would be terminals
of type SortedList_SetExpr. Secondly, the reach operator is also
involved in building set expressions. For expression e and recursive field f (a field is recursive if it is defined in a class C and has

Grammar Fuzzer

The goal of the Grammar Fuzzer component is to produce candidate assertions. It uses a standard generative grammar-based
fuzzer to achieve this goal [25, 50]. This component produces derivations of 𝐺𝑐 —i.e., strings in L (𝐺𝑐 )—to obtain assertions for 𝐶. It begins with the start symbol ⟨FuzzedSpec⟩ and keeps expanding nonterminal symbols until no more non-terminals are present. Each
non-terminal symbol is expanded based on a non-deterministic
choice and, to avoid expansions leading to infinite derivation paths,
a limit of 5 on the number of non-terminals is defined. Furthermore,
to avoid getting stuck in a situation where the number of symbols
cannot be reduced any further, the total number of expansion steps
is also limited to 100. The rationale for this choice is that complex class assertions can be created by combining small assertions,
rather than longer ones. Figure 6 shows the derivation tree of the
property used in our illustrative example: exists SortedList l:
reach(this, next).has(l) && l.elem == SENTINEL.
By using this derivation mechanism, our Grammar Fuzzer produces candidate predicates very efficiently. In all of our experiments
we generated up to 2,000 different candidates every time we executed SpecFuzzer. Furthermore, as the grammar 𝐺𝐶 has been
specifically extracted for a class 𝐶, all the specifications generated
by the fuzzer are guaranteed to express properties over 𝐶. We implemented our fuzzer in Java, reproducing a general grammar-based
fuzzer written in Python [50].

4.4

Dynamic Invariant Detector

The goal of the Dynamic Invariant Detector is to evaluate the plausibility of the candidate assertions produced by the fuzzer. As Figure 4
shows, the dynamic invariant detector takes as input a test suite,
produced by the test generator, and a set of assertions, produced
by the fuzzer. This component instruments the program with the
assertions generated by the fuzzer and runs the tests to verify which
assertions hold across all executions. The resulting assertions are
reported as likely invariants.

Fuzzing Class Specifications
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The dynamic invariant detector is built on top of Daikon,3 a stateof-the-art tool for likely invariant detection [18]. We used Daikon
as follows. We configured Daikon to include the assertions we
provided—i.e., the expressions produced by the fuzzer—in the initial
pool of candidate assertions it uses. For that, we used a mechanism
provided by Daikon to incorporate new constraints.4 Furthermore,
we included, along with the new constraints, a component that
allows the tool to interpret and evaluate the assertions at run-time.

4.5

72.4%
24%

Invariant Selector

The goal of the Invariant Selector is to partition the assertions that
were deemed valid by the dynamic invariant detector, grouping
together similar assertions, and taking a single representative from
each partition. At the same time, this component discards assertions that, although were confirmed by the invariant detector, are
considered weak and thus less relevant. This component takes as
input the set of likely invariants obtained from the previous step,
and the set of mutants of the input class C (obtained from a mutation
tool). This component reports a subset of the likely assertions it receives as input, ranking the invariants by the number of failures in
corresponding code assertions. The Invariant Selector reduces the
number of reported assertions. To sum up, this component discards
an assertion because of one of two reasons:
(1) the assertion is considered weak, and not to capture relevant
properties of the target class;
(2) the assertion is (semantically) similar to another produced
assertion.
In the following, we describe how we approximate the detection
of weak and equivalent specifications via mutation analysis.
4.5.1 Detecting weak specifications with Mutation Analysis. Recall
that the fuzzer reports thousands of constraints and the dynamic
invariant detector (in our case, Daikon) can only discard specifications invalidated by the tests. Several constraints can still “survive”
the filtering process described on Section 4.4. Even with better
test suites some assertions would still "survive" that process. For
example a tautology, such as x >= y || x <= y, would not be invalidated by Daikon as it is a valid proposition, but it is unlikely to
be useful. Being syntactically driven, the fuzzer can produce valid
assertions that do not provide any interesting information. The
assumption is that it also generates interesting ones. SpecFuzzer
uses mutation analysis to discard uninteresting assertions. The idea is
the following: if a likely invariant –an assertion that is not falsified
by the test suite of C– cannot be falsified by any mutant of C, then
it is a property that not only holds on C, but also on all synthetic
buggy versions of C. We will then consider it a weak assertion,
and discard it as being irrelevant. This approach of using mutation
analysis to induce more effective (stronger) oracles has been used
in prior work, notably by Fraser and Zeller [20], as well as in recent
work on oracle improvement [47] and specification inference [38].
4.5.2 Clustering similar specifications with Mutation Analysis. It
is possible that SpecFuzzer produces syntactically different assertions that are semantically equivalent (or similar with respect to
3 http://plse.cs.washington.edu/daikon/
4 http://plse.cs.washington.edu/daikon/download/doc/developer.html#New-

invariants

Irrelevant
Equivalent
Reported

3.6%

Figure 7: Breakdown of reasons for discarding specifications
on SortedList.insert. Only 3.6% of the specifications that
“survive” the invariant detection stage are reported.

a distance metric). SpecFuzzer tries to identify and remove such
assertions. As an example, consider the following assertions that
are produced by SpecFuzzer on our SortedList example:
all SortedList l: reach(this, next).has(l) ==>
l.elem <= l.next.elem
all SortedList l: !(reach(this, next).has(l) &&
l.elem > l.next.elem)

Both these assertions express the sortedness property on lists. The
equivalence of these assertions follows from De Morgan’s laws [40],
algebraic properties of integers, and the equivalence of boolean
connectives. To identify equivalent assertions and assertions that
are similar with respect to their ability to capture synthetic faults,
SpecFuzzer again uses mutation analysis. Two assertions will be
considered similar if they kill the same set of mutants, i.e., if the
are falsified on the same set of program faults. For example, the
two assertions above kill the same set of 2 mutants, together with
74 other assertions. SpecFuzzer uses this mutation-based notion
of assertion equivalence to partition the set of likely assertions
according to the mutants they kill. Moreover, from each partition,
SpecFuzzer selects a representative assertion. To do so, it proceeds
with the following heuristic: the assertions in each partition are
ranked by the number of times they fail when running the test
suite on the mutants (while they all kill the same mutants, some
assertions may fail a greater number of times, i.e., for more tests
in the test suite). The rationale is that assertions that fail the most
represent stronger properties, and thus they may subsume other
assertions in the partition. Considering the SortedList.insert example, this mechanism enabled SpecFuzzer to reduce the number of
reported specifications from 437 specifications to 16. Figure 7 shows
the breakdown of assertions classified as irrelevant (Section 4.5.1),
equivalent (Section 4.5.2), and reported, for the example.
Artifact. SpecFuzzer is publicly available for download [5].

5

EVALUATION

To evaluate SpecFuzzer, we performed a series of experiments
focused on the following research questions:
RQ1 Is grammar-based fuzzing effective at generating relevant assertions?
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RQ2 Is the mutation-based selector successful for removing redundant/irrelevant assertions?
RQ3 How does SpecFuzzer compare with alternative techniques?
RQ1 analyzes the effectiveness of using grammar-based fuzzing
as a technique to generate candidate assertions, with respect to a
ground truth. RQ2 evaluates the suitability of the mutation-based
assertion selection component of SpecFuzzer, at discarding weak
assertions, and prioritizing the most relevant. Finally, RQ3 compares
the effectiveness of SpecFuzzer with the state-of-the-art techniques
GAssert [47] and EvoSpex [38].

5.1

Evaluation Subjects

The performance evaluation in previous work used indirect metrics
to compute precision and recall [38, 47]. In this paper, we compute
these measures directly, which requires having a ground truth for
comparison, for each evaluation subject. We took all the 34 Java
methods that were part of the evaluation of GAssert [47], and all 23
methods in the contract reproducibility evaluation of EvoSpex [38],
obtaining a data set composed of 57 subject methods. We studied
each method, and manually produced corresponding “ground truth”
assertions capturing the intended behavior of the corresponding
method. We made our best effort to be fair in the construction of
this ground truth, both in capturing as much of the ground truth
as possible, and in how the ground truth is modularized as a set of
properties (each ground truth specification is expressed as a conjunction of assertions). They were all cross-checked by authors, and
when possible, their validity was verified using SMT (via Microsoft
IntelliTest). With this process, we obtained a total of 80 ground
truth assertions, for the 57 methods. Each obtained ground truth
specification has between 1 and 3 conjuncts. The details about these
assertions can be found in our replication package.
Notice that, since previous work focuses only on inferring postconditions, our evaluation also focuses on these program points, although SpecFuzzer can infer assertions for various program points.
After obtaining the ground truth composed of 80 assertions, we
carefully examined each ground truth assertion, to determine if it
can be expressed in the assertion language of at least one of the
evaluated tools. Since 15 of the 80 assertions were not supported by
any of these tools, we discarded them5 . After that, we also removed
methods that ended up without ground truth postconditions. This
results in 65 postcondition assertions, for 43 Java methods.
Each assertion within the 65 in the ground truth could be expressed in the assertion language of at least one tool. GAssert’s
language can express 28 of the 65; EvoSpex’s language can express
29 of the 65; and SpecFuzzer can express 41 of the 65. Although our
grammar supports all 65 assertions, when implementing support for
the grammar into Daikon’s assertion template instantiation, some
expressions are ignored by Daikon’s infrastructure (e.g., expressions that require instantiating templates with objects of different
classes). There is no fundamental reason why these issues cannot
be resolved, but they demand substantial modifications in Daikon.

5 Discarded

assertions include complex trigonometric properties, vector cross product
constraints, assertions involving characters and strings, and conversions between
characters and hexadecimal encodings.
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Table 3: Inferring assertions with grammar-based fuzzing.
Ground-truth #Reported #Detected %Detected
65
41

5.2

20,277
15,555

40
40

61.5
97.5

Experimental Setup

SpecFuzzer requires a test suite for the class under analysis, and
a set of mutants for this class. The test suite was generated using
Randoop [41], and the tool was instructed to generate a maximum
of 500 test sequences. Mutants were generated using Major [27],
with all supported mutation operators enabled. The fuzzer was run
until 2,000 different candidate assertions were generated (syntactic
duplicates were removed), for each subject class.
Regarding GAssert and EvoSpex, we followed the same methodology described in the corresponding papers [38, 47], using exactly
the same configuration parameters for the evolutionary processes
of each technique. Moreover, to account for the randomness of each
approach, for each of the 43 Java methods, we ran each of the tools
to infer postconditions a total of 10 times. All the results reported
in this section correspond to the averages of the executions.
We set a timeout of 90 minutes, for each execution of each tool.
All tools were run on an Intel Core i7 3.2Ghz, with 16Gb of RAM,
running GNU/Linux (Ubuntu 18.04). The detailed description of
how to reproduce the experiments in this paper is available in the
replication package site.

5.3

Effectiveness of Grammar-based Fuzzing

The effectiveness of grammar-based fuzzing in producing relevant
assertions is measured against assertions in the ground truth. The
experiment for RQ1 consisted in running SpecFuzzer on each subject, and analyzing the percentage of those assertions that the tool
was able to infer. Recall that the invariant selector uses a (mutationbased) heuristic to discard assertions. As such, it may wrongly
discard relevant assertions. For that reason, to answer RQ1, we ran
SpecFuzzer with the invariant selector disabled.
We manually inspected the output of SpecFuzzer. More precisely, we manually analyzed the assertions that SpecFuzzer reports to verify if they were present in the ground truth (and if the
ground truth assertions were present in the output as well). In some
cases, it was difficult to determine if a given assertion was equivalent to a certain assertion in the ground truth. When the obtained
expressions allowed for it, we used an SMT solver via Microsoft
IntelliTest to check expression equivalence. More precisely, we produced C# programs whose branch conditions captured implication
and equivalence between output candidate assertions and ground
truth assertions, and used the dynamic symbolic execution tool
IntelliTest to check whether such expressions could be falsified.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the experiments for RQ1, with
respect to the overall ground truth (65 assertions) and the subset
of the ground truth that is actually supported by SpecFuzzer (as
we explained before, 41 out of the 65 are currently supported by
our implementation). We report the number of reported assertions,
the number of ground truth assertions detected by the tool, and
the percentage of ground truth assertions that were detected. If we
consider the language supported by our implementation, our tool
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Table 4: Performance of the Invariant Selector reducing assertions.

Subject
oasis.SimpleMethods
daikon.StackAr
daikon.QueueAr
math.ArithmeticUtils
math.FastMath
math.MathUtils
lang.BooleanUtils
guava.IntMath
tsuite.Angle
tsuite.MathUtil
tsuite.Envelope
eiffel.Composite
eiffel.DLLN
eiffel.Map
eiffel.RingBuffer
cozy.Polyupdate
cozy.Structure
cozy.ListComp02
cozy.MinFinder
cozy.MaxBag
TOTAL

#G

#Reported
Before After

Detected(%)
Before After

Table 5: Valid assertions discarded by the Invariant Selector.

Red. (%)

4
8
8
1
2
1
5
1
2
3
1
4
3
6
5
3
2
2
1
3

115
2067
4699
4
60
19
49
314
3
22
1094
8696
137
140
1947
382
153
62
17
297

31
70
152
2
31
4
12
46
0
13
27
42
29
22
269
119
21
5
2
78

75
87.5
50
100
100
0
100
0
50
33.3
0
75
100
16.6
20
66.6
100
0
100
100

75
62.5
50
100
100
0
100
0
0
33. 3
0
0
100
16.6
20
66.6
100
0
100
100

73
96.6
96.7
50
48.3
78.9
75.5
85.3
100
40.9
97.5
99.5
78.8
84.2
86.1
68.8
86.2
91.9
88.2
73.7

65
41

20277
15555

975
618

61.5
97.5

52.3
82.9

95.1
96

correctly detects 97.5% of the assertions in the ground truth; if we
consider the language supported by at least one of the specification
inference tools, SpecFuzzer correctly detects 61.5% of the ground
truth assertions. These results confirm that grammar-based fuzzing
is effective in generating relevant assertions (as shown later on,
even when considering the 65 assertions in the ground truth, the
performance of fuzzing is comparable with state-of-the-art tools).

Performance of Invariant Selection

The invariant selector component of SpecFuzzer implements a
mutation-based heuristics to reduce the number of reported assertions, discarding “weak” assertions (assertions that survive all
mutants), and selecting representatives among “similar” assertions
(assertions that kill the same mutants). RQ2 evaluates the performance of this stage. The experiment in this case compares the
assertions obtained after invariant detection, with the assertions
that are preserved after running the invariant selection. The comparison measures assertion reduction, and the percentage of the
ground truth that is covered prior and after assertion selection.
Table 4 shows these results for all subjects, grouped by class
name. In each case we report assertions in the ground truth, reported assertions before and after invariant selection, and percentage of the ground truth that is covered, again, before and after
invariant selection. Finally, we indicate the reduction rate obtained
by invariant selection (number of assertions after selection, with
respect to the number of assertions before selection).
The invariant selection results show that the mutation-based
heuristics in SpecFuzzer effectively reduces the number of reported
assertions, with a relatively small loss in property detection (with
respect to the ground truth). More precisely, the reported assertions
are reduced by ∼95%, and 6 out of the 40 correctly fuzzed assertions
are discarded (covering ∼52% of the ground truth of 65 assertions,
∼83% of the 41 ground truth assertions that the tool supports).

Assertion

StackAr.pop
StackAr.topAndPop
Angle.getTurn
Composite.addChild

theArray[old(top)] == null
theArray[old(top)] == null
abs(res) <= 1
c.value == old(c.value))
children == old(children)
ancestors == old(ancestors)

To understand the reasons why we miss 6 ground truth assertions
during invariant selection, we analyzed how these assertions are
classified by the detector. In all cases, the assertions are deemed as
irrelevant, i.e., they are not killed by any mutant. While the problem
may be a weak test suite, it becomes clear, when observing the
assertions, that there is no mutation operator able to kill these
assertions (the assertions are shown in Table 5). The problem is
not specific to Major (the mutation tool that we used); other tools
such as PIT do not have mutants able to kill these assertions either.
Let us provide two concrete examples. Assertion abs(res) <= 1 for
Angle.getTurn corresponds to a method whose result is either 0,
-1 or 1; no mutant makes this method return a value other than these.
In the Composite.addChild subject, assertion c.value == old(c.value)
would be violated if a mutant changed the value of c, a parameter of
the method; a mutation operator achieving this effect would have
to add a new sentence.
These observations suggest that we may improve the effectiveness of our heuristics by extending Major with support for additional mutation operators, specific to our purposes.

5.5
5.4

Subject

Comparison of GAssert, EvoSpex and
SpecFuzzer

RQ3 compares SpecFuzzer with the state-of-the-art tools GAssert
and EvoSpex. The comparison is based on standard performance
metrics: precision, recall and f1-score. These metrics are computed
with respect to the ground truth that we produced for the evaluation
subjects, as follows. Given a set 𝐺 of ground truth formulas, the
precision of a set 𝐴 of assertions produced by a tool is computed
by determining the number of assertions in 𝐴 that are implied
by 𝐺. Many assertions were trivially incorrect (not implied by the
ground truth), and were manually identified. In more complex cases,
(in)correctness was determined using IntelliTest. Once the set 𝐼 of
incorrect assertions in 𝐴 was determined, precision is computed
with the formula (#𝐴 − #𝐼 )/#𝐴. To compute recall, we check the
number of formulas in 𝐺 that are implied by (𝐴 − 𝐼 ). Again, while
some cases were trivial to check manually, for instance, when a
ground truth formula was directly present in 𝐴 − 𝐼 , more complex
ones were confirmed using IntelliTest. Recall is then computed by
the formula #𝑁 /#𝐺, where 𝑁 is the set of ground truth properties
implied by 𝐴 − 𝐼 .
Tools were run to infer assertions as described earlier in this section, and the results are shown in Table 6, grouped by subject class.
Columns #M and #G show the number of methods in the subject and
the number of assertions in the ground truth, respectively. For each
technique we show the number of inferred assertions, the precision
and recall with respect to the ground truth, and the f1-score. We
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Table 6: Precision, Recall and F1-Score of GAssert, EvoSpex and SpecFuzzer on the data set.
#Inferred
Subject

Precision(%)

GAssert EvoSpex SpecFuzzer
oasis.SimpleMethods
daikon.StackAr
daikon.QueueAr
math.ArithmeticUtils
math.FastMath
math.MathUtils
lang.BooleanUtils
guava.IntMath
tsuite.Angle
tsuite.MathUtil
tsuite.Envelope
eiffel.Composite
eiffel.DLLN
eiffel.Map
eiffel.RingBuffer
cozy.Polyupdate
cozy.Structure
cozy.ListComp02
cozy.MinFinder
cozy.MaxBag
Total-65
Total-SpecFuzzer
Total-GAssert
Total-EvoSpex

Recall(%)

F1-Score

#M #G
GAssert EvoSpex SpecFuzzer

GAssert EvoSpex SpecFuzzer

GAssert EvoSpex SpecFuzzer

4
5
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
5
2
2
2
1
3

4
8
8
1
2
1
5
1
2
3
1
4
3
6
5
3
2
2
1
3

7
5
8
1
3
1
2
3
3
3
3
0
0
4
9
3
2
0
0
8

4
6
12
0
1
1
2
3
1
1
4
7
4
10
31
3
2
4
2
33

31
70
152
2
31
4
12
46
0
13
27
42
29
22
269
119
21
5
2
78

100
100
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
88.8
66.6
100
100
100
100

75
83.3
91.6
100
0
0
100
66.6
100
100
100
100
100
100
87
100
100
100
100
84.8

100
87.1
61.1
50
61.2
100
83.3
97.8
100
84.6
18.5
50
89.6
81.8
64.6
1.6
95.2
83.3
100
94.8

50
37.5
37.5
100
100
0
0
100
0
33.3
0
0
0
16.6
20
33.3
100
0
0
0

25
37.5
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
66.6
66.6
40
66.6
100
100
100
66.6

75
62.5
50
100
100
0
100
0
0
33.3
0
0
100
16.6
20
66.6
100
0
100
100

0.66
0.54
0.54
1
1
0
0
1
0
0.49
0
0
0
0.24
0.32
0.44
1
0
0
0

0.37
0.51
0.39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.66
0.79
0.79
0.54
0.79
1
1
1
0.74

0.85
0.72
0.54
0.66
0.75
0
0.9
0
0
0.47
0
0
0.94
0.27
0.3
0.03
0.97
0
1
0.97

43
30
23
24

65
41
28
29

65
43
39
34

131
76
54
82

975
618
615
624

92.3
95.3
94.8
91.1

88.5
88
85.1
92.8

65.8
62.4
63.4
59.9

27.6
41.4
64.2
44.8

38.4
43.9
46.4
86.2

52.3
82.9
71.4
72.4

0.42
0.57
0.76
0.60

0.53
0.58
0.60
0.89

0.57
0.71
0.67
0.65

summarize the performance metrics for the overall ground truth
of 65 assertions, as well as in the context of assertions that are
supported by each particular tool (recall that GAssert supports in
its language 28 of the 65, EvoSpex 29 of the 65, and SpecFuzzer 41
of the 65). That is, rows Total-SpecFuzzer, Total-GAssert and TotalEvoSpex show the performance of the techniques on the portion of
the ground truth that SpecFuzzer, GAssert and EvoSpex support,
respectively.

Inferred Assertions. If we focus on the number of inferred assertions,
GAssert and EvoSpex report fewer assertions than SpecFuzzer.
This is an advantage of the previous techniques, since the produced
output is easier to interpret. The main reason here is that both
techniques feature evolutionary processes, that aim at minimizing
the size of the assertions (this is an objective of both evolution
processes). SpecFuzzer is in this respect a simpler technique. Still,
the invariant selector component allows our tool to report a reasonable number of assertions (22 per method, on average). This
number is still large, and calls for future work to further reduce
the number of assertions that SpecFuzzer reports. A possible approach is to exploit the mutation killing information to identify subsumption/implication relations across assertions, so that only the
stronger assertions are reported. More precisely, a mutation-based
notion of implication would consider that an assertion 𝛼 1 implies
another 𝛼 2 if the set of mutants killed by 𝛼 1 includes those killed
by 𝛼 2 . It is important to notice that as our assertion equivalence
definition and mutation-based identification of weak assertions are
approximate, so our current assertion reduction mechanism already

affects recall (Table 4 shows some concrete examples). More aggressive reduction mechanisms, such as the above described based on
subsumption/implication, may affect recall even further. A way of
reducing reported assertions without compromising recall would
require precise equivalence/implication checking across assertions
(e.g., using SAT or SMT). Although this is a viable option, it may
considerably affect both efficiency and scalability, and thus the
generality of the technique.
Precision. Precision is the aspect in which GAssert and EvoSpex
outperform SpecFuzzer. Again, this has to do with the fact that both
GAssert and EvoSpex incorporate mechanisms to actively reduce
the number of false positives (understood as invalid properties).
In particular, GAssert iteratively improves assertions using OASIs [26], launching EvoSuite instances to search and detect defects
in the candidate assertions. EvoSpex uses a bounded-exhaustive
test generation technique with the aim of building a more thorough
test suite, able to discard more false positives. Both techniques
have disadvantages associated with these processes. GAssert pays
a price in efficiency (it is the most costly of the three); EvoSpex’s
bounded exhaustive test generation has scalability issues (due to
its bounded exhaustive test generation, it has difficulties scaling to
larger subjects).
SpecFuzzer borrows from Daikon the mechanism to deal with
precision. This issue can be dealt with by improving test suite
quality. We used Randoop in our experiments, which may be complemented by additional automated test generation techniques.
Recall. Recall is the aspect where SpecFuzzer outperforms GAssert
and EvoSpex. This is the case for the overall ground truth, and for
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most tool-specific ground truth subsets. EvoSpex has better recall
than SpecFuzzer for its specific language; it infers 5 assertions that
SpecFuzzer cannot. Out of these 5, 2 assertions are discarded by the
invariant selector (we described the reasons above). The remaining
three are supported by the grammar, but Daikon is currently unable
to instantiate these assertions (we also described this issue earlier
in the paper); that is, these three assertions are not part of the 41
that our prototype currently supports.
The recall improvement of SpecFuzzer over the other techniques
makes our tool more effective overall, as summarized by the f1scores. Notice that SpecFuzzer has a better f1-score compared with
previous techniques, for the overall ground truth, i.e., even taking
into account its precision limitations, and the current issues with
support for assertions.

5.6

Threats to Validity

Our experimental evaluation was performed on a data set built with
subjects from previous works. We needed to manually study these
subjects in order to define the ground truth assertions. To mitigate
the risk of errors, we checked these assertions using Microsoft
IntelliTest (previously named Pex [48]).
Threats to internal validity may arise from the randomness of the
each technique. To account for this issue, we evaluated SpecFuzzer,
GAssert and EvoSpex over multiple runs on each subject method,
and reported the averages. As further work, we plan to extend the
experimental evaluation to larger-scale Java projects, which will
likely imply abandoning the computation of performance metrics
over ground truths, due to the effort that would involve studying
larger projects and manually writing correct assertions.

6

RELATED WORK

The use of assertions in programs has a long tradition. Originally,
assertions were used as part of approaches for software verification
[24], and soon were incorporated into programming languages, for
run-time checking [12]. Assertions are currently used for multiple
software development activities: program verification [11, 17, 19, 21,
22, 30], software design [36], bug finding [30, 31, 41, 48], program
comprehension and maintenance [45], program repair [16, 34, 43,
44], among others.
Specification inference is an active area of research. Besides the
techniques that infer contract assertions, with which we have compared our technique in this paper [38, 47], other related approaches
exist, in particular for inferring test oracles [20, 49] (that is, assertions that are valid only for specific unit tests), and other kinds of
specifications, such as behavioral descriptions [14, 28, 29]. These
techniques seek related but different objectives, and thus can complement each other. In relation to test assertion inference, tools
and techniques for inferring test assertions produce specifications
that are difficult to generalize as contracts; contract specifications,
on the other hand, can be instantiated as test assertions, but may
capture weaker properties, compared to their test assertion counterparts. Other related techniques attempt to produce assertions
from other sources, such as comments [9], or weaker forms of specifications, notably metamorphic relations [10]. Other related forms
of specification inference focus on different properties, e.g., behavioral properties in linear-time temporal logic [32], or properties
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that describe the temporal relationships between different methods
in an API [15]. As described in [32], these techniques that infer
behavioral properties can be complemented by Daikon [18] (the
dynamic invariant detection technique that our work is based on),
and therefore they can also profit from more expressive assertions.
Previous approaches have worked on improving Daikon’s effectiveness. In particular, the work reported in [39] combines Daikon
with static verification, in a way that can be understood as an improvement to precision (static verification is employed to confirm
assertion validity). Our approach, on the other hand, is largely motivated by automatically equipping Daikon with more expressive
assertions, an issue not tackled in [39]. We are not aware of other
approaches that automatically address the expressiveness limitations of Daikon. Fuzzing [50] is also a very active topic, with known
applications in security vulnerability discovery, and bug finding in
general. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to
employ fuzzing to produce candidate formal specifications.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Formal class specifications have applications in various areas of
software development, including software design, bug finding, and
program comprehension. Techniques to automatically infer class
specifications have been proposed, but are limited, e.g., they support
a limited number of assertion types and are inflexible to change.
To fill this gap, we presented SpecFuzzer, a technique to infer
likely class specifications that combines static analysis, grammarbased fuzzing, and mutation analysis. Our evaluation shows that
SpecFuzzer has superior performance in comparison with the stateof-the-art tools GAssert and EvoSpex, especially considering recall.
Furthermore, the use of grammar-based fuzzing enables SpecFuzzer
to be easily adapted to different assertion languages.
This paper also opens various lines for improvement, as we have
identified some concrete limitations of our approach. The mutationbased mechanisms to cluster equivalent assertions and discard weak
assertions are affected by the absence of mutation operators, that
would allow our tool to detect some specific constraints. Other
more sophisticated mechanisms to deal with assertions not killed
by any mutant may also be incorporated (e.g., constraint-based
techniques). In general, the modular structure of our technique
enables us to improve specific components, e.g., test generation
(to improve precision), fuzzing (to consider more effective/efficient
fuzzing techniques), etc. Finally, implementation limitations in the
dynamic detection phase constitute a bottleneck for SpecFuzzer’s
assertion inference capabilities, that we plan to address in future
extensions of our tool.
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